Introduction
We study a single machine scheduling problem with batch setup time and batch delivery cost. In this problem, n jobs have to be scheduled on a single machine and delivered to a customer. Each job has a due date, a processing time and a weight. To save delivery cost, several jobs can be delivered together as a batch including the late jobs. The completion (delivery) time of each job in the same batch coincides with the batch completion (delivery) time. A batch setup time has to be added before processing the first job in each batch. The objective is to find a batching schedule which minimizes the sum of the weighted number of late jobs and the delivery cost. Since the problem of minimizing the weighted number of late jobs on a single machine is already -hard [Karp, 1972] , the above problem is also -hard. We propose a new dynamic programming algorithm (DP), which runs in pseudopolynomial time. The DP runs in O(n 5 ) time for the special cases of equal processing times or equal weights. By combining the techniques of binary range search and static interval partitioning, we convert the DP into a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for the general case. The time complexity of this FPTAS is O(n 4 / + n 4 logn). Minimizing the total weighted number of late jobs on a single machine, denoted by [Graham et. al, 1979] , is a classic scheduling problem that has been well studied in the last forty years. Moore [1968] proposed an algorithm for solving the unweighted problem on n jobs in O(nlogn) time. The weighted problem was in the original list of -hard problems of Karp [1972] . Sahni [1976] presented a dynamic program and a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for the maximization version of the weighted problem in which we want to maximize the total weight of on-time jobs. Gens and Levner [1979] developed an FPTAS solving the minimization version of the weighted problem in O(n 3 / ) time. Later on, they developed another FPTAS that improved the time complexity to O(n 2 logn + n 2 / ) [Gens and Levner, 1981] . In the batching version of the problem, denoted by , jobs are processed in batches which require setup time s, and every job's completion time is the completion time of the last job in its batch. Hochbaum and Landy [1994] proposed a dynamic programming algorithm for this problem, which runs in pseudopolynomial time. Brucker and Kovalyov 1 email:steiner@mcmaster.ca, zhangr6@mcmaster.ca Source: Multiprocessor Scheduling: Theory and Applications, Book edited by Eugene Levner, ISBN 978-3-902613-02-8, pp.436, December 2007, Itech Education and Publishing, Vienna, Austria Open Access Database www.i-techonline.com [1996] presented another dynamic programming algorithm for the same problem, which was then converted into an FPTAS with complexity O(n 3 / + n 3 logn).
In this paper, we study the batch delivery version of the problem in which each job must be delivered to the customer in batches and incurs a delivery cost. Extending the classical three-field notation [Graham et. al., 1979] , this problem can be denoted by bq, where b is the total number of batches and q is the batch delivery cost. The model, without the batch setup times, is similar to the single-customer version of the supplier's supply chain scheduling problem introduced by Hall and Potts [2003] in which the scheduling component of the objective is the minimization of the sum of the weighted number of late jobs (late job penalties). They show that the problem is -hard in the ordinary sense by presenting pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithms for both the single-and multi-customer case [Hall and Potts, 2003] . For the case of identical weights, the algorithms become polynomial. However, citing technical difficulties in scheduling late jobs for delivery [Hall and Potts, 2003] and [Hall, 2006] , they gave pseudopolynomial solutions for the version of the problem where only early jobs get delivered. The version of the problem in which the late jobs also have to be delivered is more complex, as late jobs may need to be delivered together with some early jobs in order to minimize the batch delivery costs. In Hall and Potts [2005] , the simplifying assumption was made that late jobs are delivered in a separate batch at the end of the schedule. Steiner and Zhang [2007] presented a pseudopolynomial dynamic programming solution for the multi-customer version of the problem which included the unrestricted delivery of late jobs. This proved that the problem with late deliveries is also -hard only in the ordinary sense. However, the algorithm had the undesirable property of having the (fixed) number of customers in the exponent of its complexity function. Furthermore, it does not seem to be convertible into an FPTAS. In this paper, we present for bq a different dynamic programming algorithm with improved pseudopolynomial complexity that also schedules the late jobs for delivery. Furthermore, the algorithm runs in polynomial time in the special cases of equal tardiness costs or equal processing times for the jobs. This proves that the polynomial solvability of can be extended to , albeit by a completely different algorithm. We also show that the new algorithm for the general case can be converted into an FPTAS. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define the bq problem in detail and discuss the structure of optimal schedules. In section 3, we propose our new dynamic programming algorithm for the problem, which runs in pseudopolynomial time. We also show that the algorithm becomes polynomial for the special cases when jobs have equal weights or equal processing times. In the next section, we develop a three-step fully polynomial time approximation scheme, which runs in O(n 4 / + n 4 logn) time. The last section contains our concluding remarks.
Problem definition and preliminaries
The problem can be defined in detail as follows. We are given n jobs, J = {1,2,..., n}, with processing time p j , weight w j , delivery due date . Jobs have to be scheduled nonpreemptively on a single machine and delivered to the customer in batches. Several jobs could be scheduled and delivered together as a batch with a batch delivery cost q and delivery time . For each batch, a batch setup time s has to be added before processing the first job of the batch. Our goal is to find a batching schedule that minimizes the sum of the Proof. Let the batch completion time of the last batch be t. Since the last batch is not a late batch, there must be at least one early job in this last batch whose due date is greater than or equal to t. If there is another job whose due date is greater than or equal to t but it was scheduled in an earlier batch, then we can simply move this job into this last batch without increasing the cost of the schedule. Proposition 2.2 implies that the jobs which are first scheduled as late jobs can always be scheduled in the last batch when completing a partial schedule that contains only early jobs. The dynamic programming algorithm we present below uses this fact by generating all possible schedules on early jobs only and designating and putting aside the late jobs, which get scheduled only at the end in the last batch. It is important to note that when a job is designated to be late in a partial schedule, then its weighted tardiness penalty is added to the cost of the partial schedule.
The dynamic programming algorithm
The known dynamic programming algorithms for do not have a straightforward extension to bq, because the delivery of late jobs complicates the matter. We know that late jobs can be delivered in the last batch, but setting them up in a separate batch could add the potentially unnecessary delivery cost q for this batch when in certain schedules it may be possible to deliver late jobs together with early jobs and save their delivery cost. Our dynamic programming algorithm gets around this problem by using the concept of designated late jobs, whose batch assignment will be determined only at the end. Without loss of generality, assume that the jobs are in EDD order, i.e., d 1 d 2 ... d n and let
. If d 1 P + s, then it is easy to see that scheduling all jobs in a single batch will result in no late job, and this will be an optimal schedule. Therefore, we exclude this trivial case by assuming for the remainder of the paper that some jobs are due before P + s. The state space used to represent a partial schedule in our dynamic programming algorithm is described by five entries {k, b, t, d, v}: k: the partial schedule is on the job set {1,2,..., k}, and it schedules some of these jobs as early while only designating the rest as late; b: the number of batches in the partial schedule; t: the batch completion time of the last scheduled batch in the partial schedule; d: the due date of the last batch in the partial schedule; v: the cost (value) of the partial schedule. Before we describe the dynamic programming algorithm in detail, let us consider how we can reduce the state space. Consider any two states
. Without loss of generality, let t 1 t 2 . If v 1 v 2 , we can eliminate the second state because any later states which could be generated from the second state can not lead to better v value than the value of similar states generated from the first state. This validates the following elimination rule, and a similar argument could be used to justify the second remark. Remark 3.1. For any two states with the same entries {k,b,t,d, }, we can eliminate the state with larger v. Remark 3.2. For any two states with the same entries {k, b, ,d,v}, we can eliminate the state with larger t. The algorithm recursively generates the states for the partial schedules on batches of early jobs and at the same time designates some other jobs to be late without actually scheduling these late jobs. The jobs designated late will be added in the last batch at the time when the partial schedule gets completed into a full schedule. The tardiness penalty for every job designated late gets added to the state variable v at the time of designation. We look for an optimal schedule that satisfies the properties described in the propositions of the previous section. By Proposition 2.2, the late jobs should all be in the last batch of a full schedule. It is equivalent to say that any partial schedule {k, b, t, d, v} with 1 b n -1 can be completed into a full schedule by one of the following two ways: 1. Add all unscheduled jobs {k +1 ,k + 2,..., n} and the previously designated late jobs to the end of the last batch b if the resulting batch completion time (P + bs) does not exceed the batch due date d (we call this a simple completion); or 2. Open a new batch b+1, and add all unscheduled jobs {k +1 ,k + 2,..., n} and the previously designated late jobs to the schedule in this batch. (We will call this a direct completion.)
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We have to be careful, however, as putting a previously designated late job into the last batch this way may make such a job actually early if its completion time (P+bs or P + (b + l) s, respectively) is not greater than its due date. This situation would require rescheduling such a designated late job among the early jobs and removing its tardiness penalty from the cost v. Unfortunately, such rescheduling is not possible, since we do not know the identity of the designated late jobs from the state variables (we could only derive their total length and tardy weight). The main insight behind our approach is that there are certain special states, that we will characterize, whose completion never requires such a rescheduling. We proceed with the definition of these special states.
It is clear that a full schedule containing exactly l (1 l n) batches will have its last batch completed at P + ls. We consider all these possible completion times and define certain marker jobs m i and batch counters i in the EDD sequence as follows: Let m 0 be the last job with < P + s and m 0 +1 the first job with P+s. If m 0 +1 does not exist, i.e., m 0 = n, then we do not need to define any other marker jobs, all due dates are less than P + s, and we will discuss this case separately later. Otherwise, define 0 = 0 and let 1 1 be the largest integer for which P + 1 s. Let the marker job associated with 1 be the job m 1 m 0 + 1 whose due date is the largest due date strictly less than P + ( 1 +1)s, i.e., < P + ( 1 + 1)s and P + ( 1 + 1)s. Define recursively for i = 2,3,...,h -1, i i-1 + 1 to be the smallest counter for which there is a marker job m i m i-1 +1 such that < P + ( i + 1) s and P+( i + 1) s. The last marker job is m h = n and its counter h is the largest integer for which P + h s d n < P + ( h + 1)s. We also define h+1 = h +1. Since the maximum completion time to be considered is P+ns for all possible schedules (when every job forms a separate batch), any due dates which are greater than or equal to P + ns can be reduced to P + ns without affecting the solution. Thus we assume that d n P+ns for the rest of the paper, which also implies h +1 n+1. We can distinguish the following two cases for these intervals:
, k(i) = 1: This means that the interval immediately following
contains a due date. This implies that i+1 = i + 1; 2. T i,1 T i+1,0 ,i.e., k(i) > 1: This means that there are k(i) -1 intervals of length s starting at P + ( i + 1)s in which no job due date is located. In either case, it follows that every job j > m 0 has its due date in one of the intervals I i = [T i,0 , T i,1 ) for some i {1,..., h}, and the intervals [T i,l , T i,l+1 ) contain no due date for i = 1,...,h and l>0. Figure 1 shows that jobs from m 0 +1 to m 1 have their due date in the interval [T 1,0 , T 1,1 ). Each marker job m i is the last job that has its due date in the interval I i = [T i,0 , T i,1 ) for i = 1,..., h, i.e., we have .
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Now let us group all jobs into h +1 non-overlapping job sets G 0 = {1,..., m 0 }, G 1 = {m 0 + 1,..., m 1 } and G i = {m i-1 + 1,..., m i } for i = 2,..., h. Then we have and i 1. We also define the job sets
The special states for DP are defined by the fact that their (k, b) state variables belong to the set H defined below:
Note that m h = n and thus the pairs in H 3 follow the same pattern as the pairs in the other parts of H. The dynamic program follows the general framework originally presented by Sahni [1976] . (k, b, t, d, v) and (k, b, t, d, v') with v v', eliminate the one with v' from set based on Remark 3.1; 2. For any two states (k, b, t, d, v) and (k, b, t', d, v) [Result] The optimal solution is the state with the smallest v in the set *. Find the optimal schedule by backtracking through all ancestors of this state.
We prove the correctness of the algorithm by a series of lemmas, which establish the crucial properties for the special states. 
., i + k(i)-1}. This means that
We know, however, that every unscheduled job has a due date that is at least T i+1, 0 = P + i+1 s. Thus every job from J -J i will be early indeed. If i = h, then we have m h = n and J h = J, and thus all jobs have been scheduled early or designated late in the state (m i , b, t, d, v) . Therefore, there are no unscheduled jobs. In summary, we have proved that all previously designated late jobs (if any) remain late in batch b+1, and all jobs from J -J i (if any) will be early. This means that v correctly accounts for the lateness cost of the completed schedule, and we need to add to it only the delivery cost q for the additional batch b+1. Thus the cost of the completed schedule is v + q indeed.
Lemma 3.2. Consider a partial schedule (m i , b, t, d, v) on job set J i , where (m i , b) H and b n -1. Then any completion into a full schedule with more than b + 1 batches has a cost that is at least v + q, i.e., the direct completion has the minimum cost among all such completions of (m i , b,t,d, v).
Proof. If m i = n, then the partial schedule is of the form (n, b, t,d,v) 
t, d, v).
Adding the designated late jobs and unscheduled jobs to batch b will result in a batch completion time of P+bs. This makes all jobs in E i late since for j E i . Thus the cost of the full schedule should be . We cannot do this calculation, however, since there is no information available in DP about what E i is. But if we consider the partial schedule = with one less batch, where is the smallest due date in batch b -1 in the partial schedule (m i , b, t, d, v) , the final cost of the direct completion of the partial schedule would be exactly by Lemma 3.1. We show next that this partial schedule does get generated in the algorithm. In order to see that DP will generate the partial schedule suppose that during the generation of the partial schedule (m i , b, t, d, v) , DP starts batch b by adding a job k as early. This implies that the jobs that DP designates as late on the path of states leading to (m i , b, t, d, v) are in the set L i = {k, k + 1, ..., m i }-E i . In other words, DP has in the path of generation for (m i ,b,t,d,v) b, t, d, v) , then these jobs become early since +1 for j L. For similar reasons, all previously designated late jobs not in L stay late, jobs in E remain early and all other jobs from J -J i will be early too. In summary, the cost for the full completed schedule derived from (m i ,b,t,d,v) should be . Again, we cannot do this calculation, since (m i , b, t, d, v) . The final cost of the direct completion of the partial schedule would be exactly by Lemma 3.1. Next, we show that this partial schedule does get generated during the execution of DP. To see the existence of the partial schedule = ) note that DP must start batch b on the path of states leading to (m i , b, t, d, v) by scheduling a job k m i-1 early in iteration k from a state (We cannot have k > m i-1 since this would contradict E i-1
. Note also that accounts for the weight of those jobs from {k, k+l,..., m i-1 } that got designated late between iterations k and m i-1 during the generation of the state (m i ,b,t,d,v) .) In this case, it is clear that DP will also generate from a partial schedule on J i-1 in which all jobs in E i-1 are designated late, in addition to those jobs (if any) from {k, k+1,..., m i-1 } that are designated late in (m i , b, t, d, v) . Since this schedule will designate all of {k, k+1,..., m i-1 } late, the lateness cost of this set of jobs must be added, which results in a state . This is the state whose existence we claimed. The remaining case is when E i-1 = . In this case, batch b has no early jobs in the partial schedule (m i ,b,t,d,v) (n, b, t, d, v) on job set J and assume that the full schedule S' = (n, b' , P + b's, d' , v' ) is a completion of this partial schedule and has minimum cost v'. Then the following schedules generated by DP will contain a schedule among them with the same minimum cost as S':
1. the direct completion of (m i ,b,t,d,v) 
The Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme
To develop a fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS), we will use static interval partitioning originally suggested by Sahni [1976] for maximization problems. The efficient implementation of this approach for minimization problems is more difficult, as it requires prior knowledge of a lower (LB) and upper bound (UB) for the unknown optimum value v*, such that the UB is a constant multiple of LB. In order to develop such bounds, we propose first a range algorithm R (u, ) , which for given u and , either returns a full schedule with cost v u or verifies that (1 -) u is a lower bound for the cost of any solution. In the second step, we use repeatedly the range algorithm in a binary search to narrow the range [LB, UB] so that UB 2LB at the end. Finally, we use static interval partitioning of the narrowed range in the algorithm DP to get the FPTAS. Similar techniques were used by Gens and Levner [1981] for the one-machine weighted-number-of-late-jobs problem and Brucker and Kovalyov [1996] for the one-machine weighted-number-of-latejobs batching problem without delivery costs . The range algorithm is very similar to the algorithm DP with a certain variation of the The Range Algorithm R(u, ) [Initialization] The same as that in the algorithm DP.
[Partition] Partition the interval [0, u] into equal intervals of size u /n, with the last one possibly smaller.
[Generation] Generate set S (k) for k = 1 to k = n + 1 from S (k-1) as follows: Set = ;
[Operations] The same as those in the algorithm DP.
[Elimination] Update set S (k) 1. Eliminate any state (k, b, t, d, v) (k, b, t, d, v) and (k, b, t, d, v') H have been eliminated. Consider any feasible schedule (n,b,t,d,v) . The fact that * = means that any ancestor state of (n,b,t,d,v) with cost must have been eliminated at some iteration k in the algorithm either because > u or by interval partitioning, which kept some other representative state with cost ' and maximum error u/n. In the first case, we also have v > u. In the second case, let v' ' be the cost of a completion of the representative state and we must have v' > u since * = . Since the error introduced in one iteration is at most u/n, the overall error is at most n( u/n) = u, i.e., v v'-n( u/n) = v' -u > u -u = (1 -) u. Thus v > (1 -)u for any feasible cost value v. For the complexity, we note that for k = 1,2,...,n. Since all operations on a single state can be performed in O(1) time, the overall time and space complexity is O(n 4 / ). The repeated application of the algorithm R(u, ) will allow us to narrow an initially wide range of upper and lower bounds to a range where our upper bound is only twice as large as the lower bound. We will start from an initial range v' v* nv'. Next, we discuss how we can find such an initial lower bound v'. Using the same data, we construct an auxiliary batch scheduling problem in which we want to minimize the maximum weight of late jobs, batches have the same batch-setup time s, the completion time of each job is the completion time of its batch, but there are no delivery costs. We denote this problem by . It is clear that the minimum cost of this problem will be a lower bound for the optimal cost of our original problem. To solve the problem, we first sort all jobs into smallest-weight-first order, i.e., w [1] w [2] ... w [n] . Here we are using [k] to denote the job with the kth smallest weight. Suppose that [k*] has the largest weight among the late jobs in an optimal schedule. It is clear that there is also an optimal schedule in which every job [i], for i = 1,2,..., k*, is late, since we can always reschedule these jobs at the end of the optimal schedule without making its cost worse. It is also easy to see that we can assume without loss of generality that the early jobs are scheduled in EDD order in an optimal schedule. Thus we can restrict our search for an optimal schedule of the following form: There is a k {0,1 ... w [n] and set k = 0. in an optimal schedule for . Thus v' = w* + q is a lower bound and k*w* + (n -k* + 1)q nw* + nq = n(w* + q) = nv' is an upper bound for the optimal solution v* of . Next, we show how to narrow the range of these bounds. Similarly to Gens and Levner [1981] , we use the algorithm R(u, ) with = 1/4 in a binary search to narrow the range [v', nv'] Finally, to get an FPTAS, we need to run a slightly modified version of the algorithm DP with static interval partitioning. We describe this below.
Approximation Algorithm ADP
[Initialization] The same as that in the algorithm DP.
[Partition] Partition the interval [ , 2 ] into equal intervals of size /n, with the last one possibly smaller.
[Elimination] Update set S (k) . 1. If more than one state has a v value that falls into the same sub-interval, then discard all but one of these states, keeping only the representative state with the smallest t coordinate. 2. For any two states (k, b, t, d, v) and (k, b, t, d, v') 
Conclusions and further research
We presented a pseudopolynomial time dynamic programming algorithm for minimizing the sum of the weighted number of late jobs and the batch delivery cost on a single machine. For the special cases of equal weights or equal processing times, the algorithm DP requires polynomial time. We also developed an efficient, fully polynomial time approximation scheme for the problem. One open question for further research is whether the algorithm DP and the FPTAS can be extended to the case of multiple customers.
